
	




			
			
				
									
				
					CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 76.09% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
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                Tradesmarter

                Find your next opportunity on 800+ CFD markets with TradingView integration, daily trade ideas, professional trading insight, and code-free automation.

                                
                                        Create account
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            Trust. Confidence. Transparency.
            
Find out why so many CFD traders are choosing us.

        

        
                                

                        
                                                                                                    Compare our costs
                                                                        Keep your trading costs down with our tight spreads.
                                    
                                                                            
                                                                                            
                                                    Compare now                                                
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                                                                                                    Learn why traders made the move to us
                                                                        
Trustpilot

                                    
                                                                    
                                                                

                            

                                            

            

        



    
        
            Powerful trading tools
            
Take full advantage of the latest innovations in trading tools.

        

        
                                

                        
                            
                                                                    
                                                                                            Chart. Chat. Trade.
                                                                                        Trade directly from TradingView charts into an account with us.

                                                                                        More about TradingView                                        
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                                                                                            Trusted trading platforms
                                                                                        Enjoy the power of MT4 & MT5 trading platforms. Advanced charting, expert advisors, and custom signals.

                                                                                        More about MT5                                        
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                                                                                            Code-free automation
                                                                                        Create, test and automate trading strategies using everyday English with Capitalise.ai.

                                                                                        More about Capitalise                                        
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                                                                                            Trade faster with FlashTrader
                                                                                        Aim to target multiple profits, calculate position size, and place stops and limits in a flash – all with just one little click, using your trade ticket.

                                                                                        More about FlashTrader                                        
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            Stay ahead of the curve
            
Grow in a community of traders – with guidance from professionals.

        

        
                                

                        
                            
                                                                    
                                                                                            Get inspired with Trade Zone
                                                                                        Get weekly trade ideas from our experts, with weekly market forecasts and mid-week commentary webinars.

                                                                                        Get inspired                                        
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                                                                                            AI-powered Economic Calendar
                                                                                        Custom AI big data engine delivers historical market impact and sentiment to help you generate daily trade ideas from 1000+ macro-economic events.

                                                                                        Learn more                                        
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                                                                                            Interactive live events
                                                                                        Learn the fundamentals of trading with regular guest analyst live events, in a community of like-minded traders.

                                                                                        Book a seat                                        
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                                                                                        Bridge the gap between theory and practice and find out how you could trade more effectively – Develop your trading skills with Eightcap Labs.

                                                                                        Explore more                                        
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Open an account today




    
        
                                

        
                                

                        
                                                                                                    Create an account
                                                                        Sign up, create an account and start trading on low spreads with us today.
                                    
                                                                            
                                                                                            
                                                    Open an account                                                
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                                                                                                    Not sure?
                                                                        Take our demo account for a spin in a risk-free environment.
                                    
                                                                            
                                                                                            
                                                    Try a demo                                                
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						Eightcap is a brand of Eightcap Pty Ltd (ABN 73 139 495 944) regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (AFSL 391441).

					

					
											

					
						Eightcap Global Limited, regulated by The Securities Commission of The Bahamas (SCB) (SIA-F220).

Eightcap Pty Ltd (ABN 73 139 495 944) is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (AFSL 391441).

Eightcap Group Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, FRN 921296. Eightcap Group Ltd is a company registered in England and Wales with registration number 12448314 and registered address 40 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0BT.

Eightcap Limited is incorporated in the Seychelles with registration number 196744.

Eightcap EU Ltd, is incorporated in Cyprus with Registration Number HE329922, authorized and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC) under license number 246/14, with Registered Office Address Aiolou & Panagioti Diomidous 9, Katholiki, 3020, Limassol, Cyprus.

					


				

				
					
						Risk warning: Margin trading involves a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. You should carefully consider your objectives, financial situation, needs and level of experience before entering into any margined transactions with Eightcap, and seek independent advice if necessary. Forex and CFDs are highly leveraged products which means both gains and losses are magnified. You should only trade in these products if you fully understand the risks involved and can afford losses without adversely affecting your lifestyle (including the risk of losing the entirety of your initial investment).

For Australian retail clients, a Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), a Financial Services Guide (FSG) and Target Market Determinations (TMDs) for our products are available to download from our Legal Documentation page. You must assess and consider them carefully before making any decision about using our products or services.

					

					
											

					
						Risk Warning: Margin trading involves a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. You should carefully consider your objectives, financial situation, needs and level of experience before entering into any margined transactions with Eightcap, and seek independent advice if necessary. Forex and CFDs are highly leveraged products which mean both gains and losses are magnified. You should only trade in these products if you fully understand the risks involved and can afford losses without adversely affecting your lifestyle (including the risk of losing the entirety of your initial investment). You must assess and consider them carefully before making any decision about using our products or services.

CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. The majority of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

					


				

				
					The information on this website is general in nature and doesn't take into account your personal objectives, financial circumstances, or needs. It is not targeted at the general public of any specific country and is not intended for distribution to residents in any jurisdiction where that distribution would be unlawful or contravene regulatory requirements. Eightcap makes reasonable efforts to provide accurate translations of the website in other languages for your convenience. Where content is missing, inaccurate or incomplete, the English version prevails.
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